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ABSTRACT

We present grism spectra of emission—line galaxies (ELGs) from 0.6-1.6 mi-
crons from the Wide Field Camera 3 (WFC3) on the Hubble Space Telescope
(HST). These new infrared grism data augment previous optical Advanced Cam-
era for Surveys G800L (0.6-0.95 micron) grism data in GOODS—South, extending
the wavelength covereage well past the G800L red cutoff. The ERS grism field
was observed at a depth of 2 orbits per grism, yielding spectra of hundreds of
faint objects, a subset of which are presented here. ELGs are studied via the
Ha, [O iii ], and [Oil] emission lines detected in the redshift ranges 0.2<z<1.6,
1.2<z<2.4 and 2.0<z<3.6 respectively in the G102 (0.8-1.1 microns; R-210) and
C141 (1.1-1.6 microns; R-130) grisms. The higher spectral resolution afforded
by the WFC3 grisms also reveals emission lines not detectable with the G800L
grism (e.g., [S ii] and [S III] lines). From these relatively shallow observations, line
luminosities, star—formation rates, and grism spectroscopic redshifts are deter-
mined for a total of 25 ELGs to MAB(F098M)-25 mag. The faintest source in our
sample—with a strong but unidentified emission—line--is MAB(F098M)=26.9 mag-
We also detect the expected trend of lower specific star formation rates for the
highest mass galaxies in the sample, indicative of downsizing and discovered pre-
viously from large surveys. These results demonstrate the remarkable efficiency
and capability of the WFC3 NIR grisms for measuring galaxy properties to faint
magnitudes.

Subject headings: catalogs — techniques: spectroscopic — galaxies: starburst

1. Introduction

Galaxies that are actively forming stars make up a distinct population of sources that
are involved in ongoing evolution—that is, they are in the ver y process of converting gas
into stars and thereby changing their chemical content. Star—forming galaxies are also often
associated with larger scale galaxy evolution, in that galaxy interactions are often found
to cause enhanced star formation ( Li et al. 2008, Overzier et al. (2008), Larson & Tinsley
(1978)) and galaxy evolution as a whole is thought to proceed hierarchically via galaxy
interactions and merging (White & Frenk 1991; Navarro et al. 1997). These galaxies are
thus important to study within the overall context of galaxy assembly. Information about
star formation activity is revealed in the galaxies' emission lines, particularly Ha, [0 111 ] , and
[0 11] at rest—frame wavelengths A6563A, \A4959A, 5007A, and A3727A respectively. Many
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studies have used emission lines to investigate the star-forming properties of galaxies over
various redshift ranges (Hammer et al. 1997, Kennicutt 1983; Gallego et al. 1995; Kewley
et al. 2004; NICMOS grism study: McCarthy et al. 1999; Yan et al. 1999).

The installation of the new Wide Field Camera 3 (WFC3) on the Hubble Space Telescope
(HST) in mid-2009 has provided a new capability for studying star formation and has already
resulted in a variety of scientific discoveries in observational cosmology. Particularly, the
increase in sensitivity, field of view, and resolution of the WFC3/IR over previous infrared
instrumentation has been used to detect some candidates for the most distant galaxies ever
observed (Bouwens et al. 2010, Yan et al. 2010, Oesch et al. 2010, McLure et al. 2010, etc.)
from the ultra-deep WFC3 imaging (Illingworth et al. PID GO-11563) of the Hubble Ultra
Deep Field (HUDF; Beckwith et al. 2006). The less deep but wider-area broadband data
from the Early Release Science (ERS) II (PI O'Connell, PID GO-11359) program have also
been used to study high-redshift candidates (Wilkins et al. 2010, Yan et al. 2010). Windhorst
et al. 2010 (in preparation) will describe the WFC3 ERS data in detail, and other studies
based on these data are forthcoming.

In addition to the broadband data used for most of these studies, the ERS 11 pro-
gram also consists of one field observed with both the 0102 (0.8-1.1 microns; R-210) and
G141 (1.1-1.6 microns; R-130) infrared grisms (described in detail below). van Dokkum
et al. (2010) report on a bright z=1.9 compact galaxy in the ERS grism data. Here, we
present emission-line galaxies from the WFC3 ERS grism observations, demonstrating the
unique capability of this instrument for detecting star-forming galaxies in the infrared reach-
ing to magnitudes MAB(F098M)-25 with only 2 orbits of HST time. By searching for star-
formation in the infrared grism data, we are able to push detection of these galaxies and
subsequent measurement of their physical properties to redshifts z-2.0. Grism studies with
HST's Advanced Camera for Surveys (ACS) G800L grism have proven efficient at detecting
emission-line galaxies (ELGs) in the optical (Straughn et al. 2008, Straughn et al. 2009, Xu
et al. 2007, Pirzkal et al. 2006), and here we extend these studies of ELGs to the infrared.

2. Data

The ERS II program for WFC3 consists of both UV and IR observations of about 30%
of the GOODS-South field (Giavalisco et al. 2004). Here we summarize the ERS II program;
Windhorst et al. (2010, in preparation) present the ERS II data reduction effort in detail.
Eight pointings were imaged with the UVIS channel (broadband filters F225W, F275W,
and F336W at depths of 2 orbits/field/filter for F225W and F275W and I orbit/field/filter
for F336W) and ten with the IR channel (broadband filters F098M, F125W, F160W) at 2
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orbits/field/filter. Crism observations of one WFC3 pointing (c.f. Fig. 1) were performed
using the infrared "blue" G102 grism (R- 210) and the "red" (R-130) G141 grism, providing
spectral coverage from 0.8-1.6 microns at 2 orbits/grism depth.

The WFC3 IR channel has a field of view of 123 x 136 arcsec at a resolution of 0.19
arcsec/pixel. The ten WFC3/ERS II IR fields span the northern -40 square areminutes of
GOODS-South, providing new high-resolution infrared imaging to accompany this widely-
used multiwavelength dataset. The ERS II grism field lies in the north-central region of
the ERS 11 imaging field (Fig. 1; J2000 53.071121 -27.709646) and is overlapped completely
by the HST Probing Evolution And Reionization Spectroscopically (PEARS; Malhotra PID
10530) ACS grism, survey South Field #4. As such, combined with the earlier ACS data,
these new infrared grism data provide unprecedented spectral grism coverage in the optical
to infrared wavelength range of objects reaching to continuum magnitude MAB(F098M)-25.

3. Analysis

The latest version (December 1, 2009) STSDAS calwf3 pipeline reduced direct imag-
ing and the associated grism exposures were obtained from the MAST Archive. The direct
images were combined for each of the F098M and F140W filters using Multidrizzle (Koeke-
moer et al. 2002). Source catalogues were produced for each filter using SExtractor (Bertin
& Arnouts). The resulting catalogues were cleaned to remove spurious sources at the edges
and artifacts from persistence effects caused by a bright star in the preceding ERS grism
observations. The faintest detected source was AB magnitude 25.4 and 26.0 for the F098M
and F140W filters respectively.

The final, cleaned source catalogues were used with the aXe grism reduction software
(version 2.0; Kiimmel et al. 2009) to extract a calibrated 2-dimensional, co-added grism
spectrum for each source. Master sky backgrounds for each grism were constructed from all
publicly available grism data as of February 2010 and subtracted from the ERS observations
prior to spectral reduction. The final 2-dimensional grism spectra include information about
the associated errors and contamination by spectra of neighboring objects. The trace and
wavelength calibration used by aXe to extract the spectra was based on the first in-orbit
calibration observations (Kuntschner et al. 2009a b).
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3.1. Source Selection

We examined all PEARS sources located in the ERS grism field; many ELGs with
prominent emission lines detected in PEARS with the G800L grism also have lines in the
infrared. In addition to previously-detected PEARS ELGs, there are also sources in the
field in which the strongest emission lines lie exclusively in the infrared and so were not
detected in PEARS. We used standard Gaussian fitting techniques to measure emission line
fluxes and calculate SFRs based on the line luminosities, as described in the following Sec-
tion. ELGs that have line flux measurements with S/N>2 are retained in the final catalog
(Table 1). Whereas the PEARS pre-selected galaxies by definition have more than one
line--and therefore line identifications are unambiguous and in most cases already deter-
mined by the ACS grism spectra—a small number of ERS II ELC candidates only have one
emission line identified. For these sources, spectroscopic and photometric redshift catalogs
(Grazian et al. 2006; Wuyts et al. 2008) are consulted in order to determine if the source
has a previously-measured redshift. If it does, line identification is accomplished via this
redshift and a grism-spectroscopic redshift is calculated based on the line identification. If
it does not, the line remains unidentified (see Table 1; one source). However, the majority of
the ELGs have two or more emission lines, and therefore it is straightforward to assign line
identifications based on the emission line wavelength ratio. The fraction of objects with two
lines in the spectra is considerably higher than in the PEARS studies (where the fraction of
sources with two lines was —30%) for two main reasons. First, the wavelenth range for both
the G102 and C141 is longer by a factor of more than 2; and second, the higher spectral
resolution afforded by both WFC3 grisms allows detection of lines not previously seen in
the G800L observations; namely, [S ii] AA6716+6731A is now sufficiently resolved from Ha
(Figure 2) and [S in] AA9069, 9532 A is detected in several sources as well.

4. Results

4.1. ACS + WFC3 ELGs

A total of 25 PEARS-detected ELGs fall into the ERS 11 grism field, and 13 of these have
emission lines in the G102/G141 bandpasses with fluxes having S/N>2; these are given in
Table 1. Many of these objects are sources with [0 111 ] emission in the optical, with Ha falling
in the G102 grism bandpass. One such example is Object # 370 (PEARS Object # 119489;
Straughn et al. 2009). This object is also a CDF-S X-ray source (Grogin et al. 2007), which
was observed to have one strong line in the optical. We now observe another strong line in the
infrared, making line identifications possible (Figure 2). For this galaxy, [0 111 ] is observed
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in the optical and Ha (as well as [S i1] and [S ill]) in the infrared. Several PEARS—detected
galaxies have [O ill emission near the red edge of the G800L bandpass, which overlaps with
the G102 grism, and so [0111] is observed in G102 as well. For these sources, Ha falls
into the lower—resolution G141 bandpass. Several other single—line PEARS ELGs also have
emission lines detected in G102 and/or G141 and now have grism—spectroscopic redshifts,
thus demonstrating the utility of the extended wavelength/redshift range compared to ACS
G800L for identifying emission lines. Due to the higher resolution of the G102 grism, the
[O 111 ] AA4959A, 5007A lines are resolved in these data (e.g., Fig. 2 middle panel), whereas
they are blended in the ACS G800L grism data. Also of note in this sample are the sources
which have prominent emission lines in all three grism bandpasses—and thus different star—
formation indicators which we investigate below.

4.2. New WFC3–Only ELGs

In addition to PEARS ELGs, other emission line sources were identified in the ERS II
grism field that do not have lines detected in the optical grism data. These ELG candidates
were fit: with Gaussian profiles as described above, and 12 sources that make the S/N>2 cut
are listed in Table 1. These WFC3 ERS II ELGs have an average continuum magnitude
Of mABiF098M1 =22.8 mag, with the faintest source detected mAB(FO98M)=26.9. Prevalent
among these objects are ELGs with Ha in the G102 bandpass; many of these also have
[S IIij detections in G141 (Fig. 3). A few of the WFC3—detected sources are z>l galaxies
with [O u] and/or [O 111 ] lines visible in the IR grism bandpasses (e.g., Objects 242 and 262
in Table 1). Grism redshifts (Fig. 5) are derived for all sources as described in Section 3.2
and are also presented in Table 1.

4.3. Star–Formation in ERS II ELGs

The longer wavelength range over which to detect emission lines provides more sources
with multiple lines that can be used in calculating SFRs. In particular, Ha —the emission
line which yields the most direct and secure SFR estimate (e.g., Kennicutt 1998)—is now
observed in 20 sources. For each of the ELGs, we calculate SFRs via the prescription of
Kennicutt 1998 for Ha and [O ill. Using the [O 111 ] line to arrive at a SFR is less secure due
to the effects of metallicity and gas temperature (Kennicutt et al. 2000, Kennicutt 1992).
For four of the ELGs in the sample, [O 111 ] is the only line measured in the spectrum, and
thus we use the [O i11 ] SFR calibration from Straughn et al. (2009), which is derived from
ELGs with both Ha and [O ill] in their spectra, and should be considered a lower limit.
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Figure 6 shows the SFR as a function of redshift for these galaxies, using Ha when available;
then [Oil] and [0111 ] in order of preference. The detection limit is evident in this plot; we
see the expected bias toward higher SFRs at higher redshifts.

We also compare the SFRs calculated via emission lines to those from spectral energy
distribution (SED) fits to the broadband photometry (Cohen et al. 2010, in prep.). As ex-
pected, the largest scatter occurs when the indicator is the less—reliable [0111] or [011].
However, SFRs derived from emission line fluxes and those from SED fits probe different
aspects of the galaxies' physical properties. In particular, SFREL gives the instantaneous
rate of newly forming massive stars, as the Ha flux arises directly from ionizing photons
from O stars. The SFRsED approximates time—averaged star—forming activity in the galax-
ies. Investigation of the ratio of SFREL : SFRSED therefore tentatively provides insight into a
galaxy's instantaneous observed—frame star formation activity as compared to the galaxy's
star—forming activity over its lifetime. The ELGs with the lowest SFR EL :SFRsED ratios
generally have redder (rest—frame) colors, while the highest SFR EL :SFRsED ratio ELGs are
bluer and more compact, which is expected for more actively star—forming systems.

The specific star—formation rates (sSFRs; SFR per unit mass) of these galaxies are
shown as a function of stellar mass in Figure 7, which agrees with the general negative
trend observed previously for galaxies at redshifts up to z-2 (e.g., Elbaz et al. 2007, Daddi
et al. 2007, Noeske et al. 2007, Erb et al. 2006, Rodighiero et al. 2010, etc.). In Figure 8
we show the sSFR as a function of redshift in different mass bins, which roughly fol-
lows the expected trends of lower sSFR for higher mass galaxies (e.g., Zheng et al. 2007,
Damen et x1.2009, Rodighiero et al. 2010). While previous studies investigating the sSFR
as a function of redshift have made use of very large samples of galaxies from an array of
large observational programs (COMBO-17, Zheng et al. 2007; SIMPLE—Spitzer IRAC and
MUSYC, Fazio et al. 2004, Damen et al. 2009; GOODS, Dickenson et al. 2003; see also Mar-
tin et al. 2007 and Perez—Gonzalez et al. 2008), we have demonstrated here that we detect
the same general trends with the WFC3 IR grisms using only two orbits of HST time. Fu-
ture observations of this type will serve to investigate these preliminar y trends in a more
statistically significant way.

5. Summary

We detect a total of 41 emission lines from 25 galaxies in the ERS II grism field, allowing
calculation of line fluxes, SFRs, and grism—spectroscopic redshifts. Thirteen of these galaxies
had emission lines in the optical ACS G800L grism data and twelve are newly-detected star—
forming galaxies with emission lines in the infrared. We show the SFRs of these galaxies as
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a function of redshift and discuss various SFR indicators. We show that the sSFRs of the
most massive (M> 10"M;) ELGs are generally lower than their lower mass counterparts, in
agreement with recent studies by Zheng et al. (2007) and Damen et al. (2009). These data
demonstrate the effieciency of the WFC3 grisms in detecting star—forming galaxies at 2-0.2-
2.0. This work sets the stage for larger area and deeper studies of star—forming galaxies with
WFC3 in the future, which will serve to greatly increase the sample and statistics and will
probe even fainter and less massive sources.

This research was supported in part by an appointment to the NASA Postdoctoral Pro-
gram at Goddard Space Flight Center, administered by Oak Ridge Associated Universities
through a contract with NASA (ANS). This paper is based on Early Release Science obser-
vations made by the WFC3 Scientific Oversight Committee. We are grateful to the Director
of the Space Telescope Science Institute for awarding Director's Discretionary time for this
program. Support for program #11359 was provided by NASA through a grant from the
Space Telescope Science Institute, which is operated by the Association of Universities for
Research in Astronomy, Inc., under NASA contract NAS 5-26555.
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